While consumer protection obviously depends on consumer laws when considering the post
Brexit aims for consumer digital protection we shall also consider the role that National
Standards play protecting consumers.
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In the time available we will try to cover the consumer protection perspective for products
that contain or use software.
For example mobile banking ‘apps’ have software running on your smartphone working with
the software that provides the functionality for your personal account that runs on servers in
the bank’s data center.
So with that in mind we will look at the GDPR, and other consumer law that relates to
consumer products that incorporate software.
Then I shall look at what is perhaps the best example ( product safety ) of good practice
where the law makes use of National Standards to deliver consumer protection.
Then the nature of consumer product markets where software is incorporated will be looked
at and finally what the BSI Consumer and Public Interest Network is planning to ‘do their bit’
in contributing to good quality consumer digital protection
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The GDPR
Overall this new version of Data Protection regulation tidies up and clarifies the previous
version.
The two big improvements are in the Data Breaches reporting and the Enforcement with
much larger fines. It is the level of fines that has woken Industry up to taking Data Protection
seriously.
All this apples from May onwards with the UK Government’s commitment regardless of
Brexit.
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Having examined the good stuff delivered by the GDPR we also need to look at what it does
not cover.
The major exclusion as expressed in the ICO’s own words on the slide is for consumer’s
private lives.
Also there no mention of security with respect to product equipment provided in the home /
domestic environment.
Using Echo dot as an example:
This consumer product from Amazon consists of a hardware speaker and microphone with
wifi connection and a set of software running on servers on Amazon’s premises somewhere.
The software is offered as part of the overall product as voice interactive service called
Alexa. The Alexa service license is for personal use.
The GDPR says nothing about privacy control within the home. Examples:
How do you ensure that a son cannot instruct Alexa to send him all his sister’s latest
smartphone photos ? Or teenagers ensure that parents cannot use Alexa to turn on any
cameras in their bedrooms ?
How do you deal with the radio saying ”Alexa turn all the lights off” as a stunt ?
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Now we ask what is the definition of a consumer product – as you can see on the slide this is
what we are working to. It is an amalgam of about 8 ( online) definitions.
So the GDPR provides a protective surround to consumer products but it does not apply
directly to consumer products hardware and software functionality and performance
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This gap in consumer protection was identified by the ISO Consumer Policy Committee and
they took the initiative to get authorised the development of a new standard
The proposed consumer privacy by design standard will provide a key means of underpinning
consumer trust in the digital world.
The process will address the security of those products, the privacy controls provided by
those products, as well as providing consumers with easy to understand information about
the products.
The process will address governance of, and accountability for, the privacy performance of
products, provide process for designing to meet real world use of products by consumers,
apply good design practices and most essentially ensure that security is monitored and
maintained throughout the life of the product.
Looking for panel members and chair
Strongly supported by BSI , secretariat
The standard is to be developed over a 24-36 month period.
When finalized the Privacy by Design standard should allow responsible companies who use
it on a voluntary basis to demonstrate that they have taken due care in their product’s
design.
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Having looked at the GDPR and seen that it does not directly address consumer products –
here we have a look at the other consumer law that has to be taken into account for
consumer digital protection.
This raft of other consumer law protects consumers. These laws need to be considered when
addressing the functionality and performance of products, their selling/miss selling and
support, and the rectification of product problems such as product returns and recalls.
Many of these laws have been formulated round hardware.
Later we will come on to what some of issues are when software is an inherent part of a
product as ‘things get tricky’ when software is involved.
There are initiatives inside the European Union like the Social Media one shown that the UK
consumer would want to influence and make use of and similarly the UK government is
taking initiatives on for example the security of Consumer Internet of Things that would
benefit European consumers and many others too.
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Consumer protection making use of standards
There are many reasons for having consumer protection linked to good practice voluntary
standards and the best example of this is perhaps the General Product Safety Directive.
As you can see the top level of the law is kept to a simple principle that products shall be
safe.
Then in order to allow innovation and to keep up with changes in the market and technology
without having to update the law, National Standards may be used to gain a presumption of
compliance. It should be noted that the law does then include clauses that deal with the issue
that none the less it is possible ( if quite difficult ) to use the standards and still produce
unsafe product.
So product safety law is underpinned by 100’s of product safety standards.
The NCF is very positive about the key role performed by the Consumer and public Interest
Network reps who sit on technical committees with Industry and grind through the detail of
standards 50 – 100 pages long.
If we followed this approach for privacy we would have law that said “products shall protect
privacy” with a presumption of conformance that could be gained from compliance with
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relevant standards
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Consumer markets are undergoing an explosion in products that embed or make use of
software.
Anyone using the snoring monitor ?
Now that software is a key part of consumer products the product life cycles are much
shorter, the design changes with in life software upgrades, and you get ‘next generation’
products quite quickly that are significantly different from the previous version.
One consequence of this is that we don’t have the equivalent of those hundreds of standards
for consumer protection.
And … software licenses offer no guarantees of functionality or performance. The slide lists
some of the ‘hardware’ issues in current law that look more problematic if software is
involved.
For privacy this is where the new ISO standard comes in since demonstrating due care seems
to be the main mechanism to deal with the dynamic changes to detailed design that occurs
with software.
In a wider context than just privacy and the standards that could protect consumers CPIN
have been working away at that too …
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If product’s software element keeps changing then CPIN are intending to pursue a series of
consumer product design process standards as the means by which a provider can
demonstrate that they have taken due care in their digital design.
CPIN anticipates moving on to product digital safety by design and also inclusiveness /
accessibility by design.
In addition on CPIN’s horizon is the need for standards that address the fairness of consumer
choice from the way that
• Internet searches return choice to the consumer and how any associated adverts work if
they use profiling to target individuals for this ads.
• price comparison sites and
• reputational services for traders like Trustpilot, TrustaTrader etc
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No notes should be needed for the end of presentation summary ( I hope ! )
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